Patchbay setup diagram

A patchbay can make your studio much quicker to use, but can also be a nightmare to set up,
so here's advice on which to choose and how to connect it up for the best results. Plus, tips on
building and fitting racks for your gear. In my two previous studio installation articles SOS
September and November , I've looked at soldering and wire preparation techniques, basic
signal types and ground loops. In this part, I would like to build on these concepts by covering
the theoretical and practical aspects of patchbays. Patchbays, also known as patchfields or
jackfields, hail back to the bygone days of manual telephone exchanges. In those days, to place
a telephone call, the user called the operator who then physically connected the call by means
of patch cables in a jackfield. This type of connector is still used today in full-size professional
audio jackfields and serves the same purpose as the telephone exchange: manually routing
signals from one location to another. It is important to note that, although a GPO jack has a
similar quarter-inch sleeve diameter to the domestic or A-type jack found on instruments and
guitar leads, the ring and tip are very different, and the two are physically incompatible. In
addition to not forming a correct electrical connection, plugging a domestic jack into a GPO
socket may well cause damage to the socket. The contacts become stretched and weak as a
result. This also reduces the switch contact pressure and causes intermittent normalling, more
of which in a moment. Conversely, because the ring and tip of B-type connectors are smaller
than those of domestic types, plugging a GPO jack into a domestic jack socket will usually
result in only the sleeve connecting. Although A-type bottom and B-type top jacks share the
same sleeve dimensions, they are physically incompatible. A B-type jack inserted into an A-type
socket will usually only result in a faulty connection, but an A-type jack can damage B-type
sockets by stretching the internal contacts. In more recent years, as mixing consoles offered
more and more inputs and outputs, the traditional GPO jacks started to consume too much
panel space and a need arose for a smaller connector. This requirement gave birth to the
bantam or TT 'tiny telephone' jack. These are physically much smaller than the GPO type, but
are constructed in exactly the same manner â€” as the saying goes, if it ain't broke Although the
bantam jack is long established, a core of audio professionals myself included still prefer the
older GPO connectors. I personally dislike two aspects of bantam jacks. Due to their small size
and resulting packing density, it is easy to skin your fingers when inserting bantam jacks, and I
also feel that the larger contact material used in GPO types maintains a greater contact force
over time, although I have not proven this. Perhaps my BBC background has biased me. One
thing that definitely makes a difference to either type of connector is regular cleaning. The GPO
connectors are often made of brass, which tarnishes quickly. A regular clean with a
non-abrasive metal cleaner works wonders. As with all contacts in your signal path, the better
the contact, the better the audio quality. The internal structure of bantam top and B-type bottom
jack sockets. Choosing the most appropriate connector type for your installation is quite
straightforward. For home studios, domestic A-type connectors are appropriate. These are
much cheaper than the other types and are directly compatible with instrument leads and jacks
found on much semi-professional equipment. This compatibility will allow you to mix and match
patch leads with instrument cables for maximum flexibility. Even if you have to use an
instrument cable in a balanced jackfield, with this type of connector the plug sleeve will
correctly unbalance the signal path concerned by shorting the cold signal leg to ground via the
sleeve. In semi-professional and professional installations, bantam or GPO connectors should
be used. These offer much better long-term reliability and compatibility with hired professional
cable looms, for example. Here you can see how a jack inserted into a patchbay jack socket
breaks the switch contacts. Let's now take a detailed look at patchbay sockets, which have
more connections than the three you would expect for basic balanced connections. The bantam
and GPO have five, whilst an A-type can have six. The reason for this is that each type offers
switched contacts that form a through path with no plug inserted. The contacts are referred to
as 'normals'. Electrically they are 'make' the contact is made or 'normally closed' contacts.
When a plug is present, the switch contacts open and the through path is broken. In this mode,
the connector is often called a 'break jack'. These switched contacts enable us to wire default
signal paths that are complete without the use of patch cords. It is interesting to note that the
professional connectors do not offer a switched ground contact, hence only five tags. The extra
switched ground contact on the A-type connector may be used to good effect in avoiding
ground loops, particularly in unbalanced installations. The term used to describe default signal
paths through a jackfield is 'normalling' or 'normalising'. This concept is at the very heart of
flexible jackfield design and will be examined in detail in a moment. Before we do that, it is
important to discuss the physical layout of the jack sockets within a field. To determine the
optimal layout, we first need to decide which equipment will normally be connected together,
and also which will not usually be connected by default. Figure 1. A typical patchbay layout for
connecting between a mixer and a master DAT recorder. Usually, you'd want to connect from

the mixer outputs to the DAT inputs, and from the DAT outputs to the mixer monitor returns. On
our jackstrip, it is convenient to arrange the connectors as in Figure 1. When designing strips,
as a general rule I like to have outputs on upper rows and inputs on lower rows. This will not
always be possible if you're going to use strips of patchbay sockets most efficiently, but using
this layout rule where possible will give a very neat and logical layout and allows jacks to be
normalled using very short wires. The normalling wires should be long enough to allow repairs
and modifications to be carried out without having to replace the normalling wires, yet short
enough to not pick up interference. They should also be held on to the sockets using hook-on
joints as described in the first part of this series â€” other wires may then be added using lay-on
joints without the normalling falling off. You can quickly twist together wires by clamping them
in an electric drill chuck. If you need to normal jacks that are up to around mm apart, the
normalling wires may be twisted using an electric drill. To do this, first cut the individual wires
to the same length. Next, place one end of the wires in a vice, or hold with pliers. Finally, place
the other ends in a drill chuck and then twist while keeping them taught. You will find that it is
best to over-twist them slightly, as they will unravel a little when you release them from the
chuck. With lengths beyond mm, when connecting between different strips for example,
screened cable should be used for the normalling. In this situation, always remember to allow
enough cable length to enable each strip to be withdrawn from the patchbay individually.
Routing long normalling cables 'as the crow flies', will cause major problems later! Figure 2a.
With a layout finalised, you can then decide how best to normal the jacks together. In the above
example, although the DAT machine may be used for mastering most of the time, occasionally
you may need to use it with another machine, to make copies for example. If the machines were
not wired via a patch panel this would be difficult, and would involve the plugging and
unplugging of machines â€” if you have ever been in this situation, you will know how quickly
you can end up with a mess of knitted cables. Even if they are wired via a patchbay, you will not
be able to separate the DAT machine from the mixing console outputs if the normalling is not
done correctly. In this scenario, the console outputs should be connected to the switch
contacts on the DAT recorder input jacks. In this way, when a plug is inserted in the recorder
input jack, the console is automatically disconnected and replaced with the signal on the patch
cord. Figure 2b. Let's imagine for a moment that we still need to use the console output for
something else while the copy is being made. For this, we need the console connected directly
to the contacts on it's jack socket. The normalled jack sockets will therefore look like the
diagram in Figure 2a. In this system, the console output jack is often referred to as a listen or
sniff jack. In other words, any patch cord plugged in carries the console output signal and does
not interrupt the signal to the DAT machine. The DAT recorder input jacks are called 'break'
jacks because the patch cord will break the console signal away from the DAT input and allow it
to be used for other things. As only one of the two jacks has the effect of breaking the signal,
this scheme is termed half normalling. Signal paths modified by the use of patch cords are
referred to as being overpatched. Figure 2c. For some installations, typically microphone lines
and inputs, the user may prefer that a jack plugged into either socket automatically breaks the
normalling. This can be achieved as shown in Figure 2b, and is referred to as fully normalled.
Finally, for wiring used in critical paths or live broadcast applications, it is sometimes desirable
to have to insert plugs in both output and input sockets to break the default path. This avoids a
loss of signal if a plug is accidentally inserted in the wrong socket. To keep the vast number of
cables within a patchbay tidy, it is vital that the cables are run in an organised fashion, both
within the rack and also along the jacks. It is important to avoid having the weight of the cable
pulling on the jack sockets. To assist with both of these points, jackstrips usually include a
metal bar that runs across the rear of the panel between the rows of jacks. This is known as a
lacing bar, tie bar, or cable strain relief bar. The cables should be tied to this bar and neatly
fanned out to each jack in turn, and always remember to mark the individual cables at the rear
of the sockets to aid installation, modification and fault finding. Cables soldered to patchbay
sockets should be supported on a tie bar to avoid strain on the solder joints. It is very easy to
create massive earth loop problems with multiple cable screens connected at both ends. To
avoid this on patchfields, the ground tag of similar signal jacks, for example group outputs, may
be connected together and taken back to the console as one thick wire, without the individual
signal cable screens being connected to the jacks. This type of tactic can make a huge
difference to the finished system's noise level, and is well worth the extra effort involved.
Commoning grounds in this way avoids the possibility of lots of cable screens forming loops by
being connected to each other via external equipment. This often happens when hire equipment
is connected to the patchfield using looms which have all grounds connected. If you are
constructing a simple unbalanced jackfield using two-pole A-type sockets for outboard
equipment, the ground connections can also be made via the normals. Now when a piece of

equipment is overpatched, the ground is overpatched with it, therefore avoiding unpredictable
ground combinations. On the subject of earth loops, a word of caution. If you are using a
multi-pair cable with foil screens but without individual jackets most installation cable will be of
this type , be very careful to dress the cables so that the foils do not unravel and short to one
another. If they do, unavoidable ground loops will result. Parallels are a collection of jacks
connected in parallel with each other, as shown in Figure 3 â€” a good use for an odd collection
of redundant jacks on a strip. They are used to feed multiple inputs from one output. This
technique is useful, for example, when making copies using multiple machines. Figure 3. A set
of parallel sockets. A parallel should consist of a minimum of three jacks, but should contain no
more than five or six. If you need to feed more inputs than this from one output, you should use
a dedicated distribution amplifier instead. The reason for this is that the resulting impedance of
the many inputs may degrade the performance of the output concerned. Parallels, or indeed any
other direct connection method, must never be used to combine outputs. Due to their low
impedance, outputs will not behave correctly when treated like this. At best, distortion will
result and, in the worst case, an output may be damaged. Tie lines are simply a collection of
cables, or a multicore cable, which run between two or more areas of the studio. One end of the
cables is terminated onto jacks, whilst the other may be connected either to a piece of
equipment, to a wall- or floor-mounted connector box, or to another jackfield. Tie lines are great
for quickly routing signals. When planning your studio, always think about tie lines. Even a
cable from one side of the room to another will help you avoid a mess of instrument cables
strung across the room to the patchbay. Finally, any good jackstrip will provide a way of
identifying the individual jacks. On cheap strips this may simply consist of a white painted area
in which to write. Although better than nothing, this method does not allow for easy updating or
correction of errors. A far better solution is provided by paper strips in slide-in carriers. This
type is found on all professional jack strips and is easy to change as required. A bonus of this
type is that a computer can be used to neatly print the strips, which are then cut down to fit the
carrier. Figure 4. Dimensions for building your own equipment rack. Patchbays, as well as much
of the equipment in your studio, will need to be mounted in some form of rack, so let's now
have a look at constructing a rack in your studio. Once again, quality and designs vary. For a
simple home set-up, a homemade rack can be perfectly acceptable. For semi-professional or
professional installations, good-quality racks will provide the best combination of flexibility and
cost. It is possible to construct racks in a number of different ways. Even a simple wooden
cabinet, with wood screws and washers used for mounting equipment, is better than having
expensive equipment in a disorganised heap on the floor. A very cheap, albeit time-consuming,
method is to use proprietary square-tube systems which have knock-together corners. The two
front uprights may then be drilled and tapped to take rack bolts directly. A simple MDF top may
then be fitted to keep the dust out. A faster method, again employing square-tube or wooden
construction, is to use pre-punched metal rack strips. These are inexpensive and supplied in
lengths of around 46U a typical outboard effects unit is 1U. To use them, you should build a
framework or open-backed cupboard to the dimensions shown in Figure 4, then cut the strips to
length and fix them using wood screws or nuts and bolts. Professional equipment racks are
available in a range of sizes. They are normally very expensive, but can be found secondhand.
These offer a huge range of options including:. Caged nuts clip into spaces in a rack strip so
that they remain in place while equipment is being mounted into the rack, but can also be
moved should the rack contents change. Although there are dedicated tools for inserting caged
nuts, a large flat-blade screwdriver will usually do the job just fine. If using rack strips or
ready-made racks, equipment is held into the rack by the use of rack nuts, also known as caged
nuts, and rack bolts. The nuts offer great flexibility, as you only need to purchase enough for
the job in hand, usually four per rack item, and fit them as required. If you later change the
layout or make a mistake, the nuts may be sprung out and reinserted in a new location. Rack
bolts can be fitted with flat or cupped plastic washers to protect the face of the gear. Although a
dedicated cage nut tool is available, the nuts may be easily fitted and removed using a flat-blade
screwdriver. A number of suppliers offer security bolts for rackmounted equipment. These are a
good investment and will foil casual theft during a house break-in, for example. The bolts use a
modified Allen-type key and are all but impossible to remove without it. It is even extremely
difficult to drill them out, as the bolts are made of stainless steel and have a centre 'pip'. Just
remember where you hid the key â€” once again I have the T-shirt on that one When placing
items other than jackstrips in a rack, thought should be given to spacing between equipment.
Many items will require air flow to maintain a sensible operating temperature. Take care to
mount these at least one unit 1U height apart and avoid blocking any ventilation slots. The
unused rack space may be filled with readily available blank panels which are made in a variety
of colours and finishes. Perforated ventilation blanks are also available to further aid cooling of

difficult units such as power amplifiers. When fixing units to a rack, our old adversary the earth
loop also rears it's ugly head once again. The act of screwing grounded metal-cased equipment
to a common metal frame causes loops to be created via the power grounds. Although this will
not normally cause problems in balanced systems using my suggested earthing strategies,
unbalanced installations can suffer badly. If the equipment is fitted with a ground-lift switch, try
using this first. The switch should disconnect the audio path of the equipment from its chassis
and therefore cure the problem. If a ground lift is not available, it is possible use insulators and
plastic washers to isolate the equipment casing from the rack. This approach should be viewed
as a last-ditch fix, however, and will often indicate problems in the basic earthing scheme. As
usual, under no circumstances should a power ground be disconnected. It's also worth
mentioning those patch panels that consist of jacks on the front wired to jacks on the rear.
These panels may be used with pre-wired looms to form simple jackfields without resorting to
the soldering iron, and are therefore quite popular. The key to success with this type of panel is
the word 'simple'. Where one machine or a bunch of tie lines need terminating, this type of
pre-wired system can be very useful. In larger systems where much normalling and cross-wiring
is required, pre-wired systems will not offer enough grounding flexibility to guarantee good
results in all situations. I have come across systems of this type which work fine until external
equipment is introduced, or an unusual patch configuration is required. The system then
degrades into a mess of earth loops, and therefore hum and noise. For complex installations
there is only one viable approach: a carefully planned and executed custom patchfield using the
methods discussed. Another alternative patchbay system is the Krone system. This consists of
pre-wired patch components terminated to solderless IDC insulation displacement connection
connection blocks. This type of system is usually only used in larger installations, but can offer
all the flexibility of fully soldered systems, without the use of soldering. As such, a large system
can be configured and indeed modified very quickly. The downsides are the use of special
multicore cable for the IDC connections, and cost â€” although less labour intensive, the
component costs are much higher than for 'raw' patch panels. For home or project studios, I
would argue that the raw approach is much more cost effective; however, for extremely large
installations Krone systems may be better due to the reduced labour costs involved. Although
the audio patchbay will be the most common in a small studio, patch panels are also available
for other signal types. These will typically include various forms of video, digital audio and data.
Data jackfields may use various types, such as D-Sub connectors or eight-pole RJ45, the latter
being similar to the connectors found on telephone handsets. Due to the wide signal
bandwidths used, MUSA jackfields are normalled using dedicated screened metal 'U' links.
Alternative Patchbay Options It's also worth mentioning those patch panels that consist of
jacks on the front wired to jacks on the rear. Previous article Next article. You may login with
either your assigned username or your e-mail address. The password field is case sensitive. For
Noobs. MIDI Basics. Signal Flow. System Guide. Audio Interfaces. Buy Gear. Writing Music.
Control Surface. Mic Preamps. MIDI Modules. Soft Synths. Synth Prg Tips. Studio Setup. Record
Vocal. Final Exam. Computer Music. Guitars, Amps, and Effects. Your browser does not support
inline frames or is currently configured not to display inline frames. Y our significant other
barges in your studio and screams the usual blood curdling scream at that always annoying
pitch. There you lay on the floor, under the desk, and you aren't moving. The SO probably
thinks you electrocuted yourself again. But you know you are alright, just trying to plug your
new synth into inputs of your audio interface. Oh there they go. There are a thousand reasons
never to go behind your studio desk. We know. You were just trying to connect equipment so
you could record it. In the process of going back behind the desk, you stepped on a few cables
and tripped over a power strip or two. In short, you have now upset the studio's delicate wiring
balance and it will now punish you for your clumsiness. You should have been more careful. Its
dangerous back there. You knocked out one of the thin little usb power supply cables and all
your copy protection dongles lost power. That meant a reboot. More lost time. Then dongle
reinitialization. Culminating in the dreaded trip to iLok, where you remember that you forgot
your master password and username. But it could have been worse. If you step on any cable at
all it might stop working. Or worst of all, once you sit down in the chair again you might realize
a new untraceable 60HZ hum has been instantiated. Now that might take all night to trace.
Thank goodness the S. There are many reasons to get a patchbay and only a few why you
should not. First, lets start with a definition. A patchbay is a hardware device that features ins
and outs for analog audio gear. It allows you to easily patch the outputs of one piece to the
inputs of another. A patch cable is a short cable, usually 1. Usually the patchbay is in a rack
mountable case. While patchbays may seem like utilitarian pieces of gear as they produce no
sound of their own, they actually allow the creation of unique signal paths that could not be
done as easily without a patchbay. By putting so many inputs and outputs in close range, it

makes it easy to experiment and find novel audio effects without leaving one's chair in front of
the console or computer monitor. You are controlling cables by getting More cables. More
cables increases the odd of one going bad, ruining tracks, or just degrading the signal. The
shortest analog signal path is always the best that is a rule and by adding a patchbay and
cables you are lengthening it. You already have more inputs and outputs than you need and
access to them is easy. Then forget it, you don't need a bay. You have more gear than you have
inputs on your mixer or audio interface. The fewer inputs you have, the more a bay becomes a
blessing. Lets say you have only a 2 input soundcard and you want to plug in your preamps
when you record vocals and your synth when you want to record instruments. The back of your
audio interface or soundcard is in a remote, inaccessible place. You have an analog mixer with
inputs, busses, sends, returns and a lot of outboard gear, like effects units, compressors,
pedals, samplers, synths and standalone audio recorders. You want total flexibility connecting
them in a unique fashion for each project you do. You need a way to split the audio signal to go
to various processors. You use hardware samplers, vocoders, harmonizers and want to route
the output of your sequencer to the input of these devices while not disturbing the original
signal path. You have a modular multi track recorder with discrete channel ins and outs and
want flexibility patching channels to your analog mixer. This may require several bays. Most
basic bays have 24 ins and 24 outs on the front and back. This is called a 48 point bay. It has 96
jacks total. With all these ins and outs things can get confusing, even for professionals. Its
important that you follow a few basic rules to keep things organized in your mind. That is you
take the outputs of your audio interface and other gear and plug them into the top jacks on the
back of the bay. Rule 2 The bottom jacks always go to the inputs of your audio interface and to
inputs of other outboard gear. Rule 3 You never connect a front panel output top to another
front panel output. Likewise you never connect a front panel input bottom row to another front
panel input. By following the 3 rules you should be able to connect different paths with
confidence that nothing is going to blow up. You can then patch away. When you are in the heat
of creation, take a moment to pause and scan the front panel of the bay and think "Is there
anything special I want to do here? Patching in a new path takes about seconds. What can you
do? We are talking hardware plugins here. Heh, you never know what you've never heard till
you bust out a bit and a patchbay is one great way to do that. Here is a tip before you set up
your own bay and it defies common sense. As long as you label things, and you must label
things somewhere, don't get all hung up about the order of devices. While you SHOULD connect
the ins and outs of your audio interface s you don't have to always connect the in and out of
everything. Like on a synth, you only usually need the outs connected, unless it has a sampler
or vocoder in it. You set up the back of your patchbay to configure your studio's "default"
signal paths, the way you want things wired most of the time. When you want to change or
patch in other gear outputs to inputs, you do it on the front of the bay. You want to never have
to go to the back of the bay, and only patch things into your recording paths with short
patchbay cables or directly from gear you don't have plugged into the patchbay. What do these
things mean? Deep breath now, here we go:. Basically, half normal mode splits the signal where
you still have the original path and a new path. In THRU mode , the signal in the top back goes
thru to the top front only. It does not go to the lower back inputs. In thru mode you must patch
from the "a" output to a "b" input to have any audio connection at all. Ok, to help some of you
new guys out I am going to set up a perfectly functional patchbay with common gear in the
example below. I'll give examples of all the modes and attempt to inspire with some patching
ideas. Top Back-Outputs. Then take the output of the pedal to B After looking through the above
chart you should be getting a sense of all the different creative options that open up just by
being able to easily connect one piece of gear to another. Note you can plug in TRS stereo jacks
into a single jack if the gear is unbalanced. Doing this has no penalty and allows you to connect
more gear to the bay. Oh yeah, make sure you write down what is plugged into the back of your
patchbay. You will refer to it often. You certainly do not want to go back there to see what you
plugged in. After all, we never want to get the significant one more upset than they need to be.
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L. Amp Line out Use Thru Mode. At first, knowing how to use a patchbay seems like it would
require a textbook, a doctorate in electrical engineering, an IQ of , and some magical
incantations. But really, once you know the fundamental rules and conventions the process is
as easy as running cables from one piece of gear to the next. And that's all a patchbay does So
you finally got sick of climbing behind your desk or wiggling under your rack to change your
audio signals' path through your now giant recording gear collection. I don't blame you. The
dust, the spiders, the cat hair, and other surprises aren't worth the trouble, especially when
there's an affordable and genius solution on the market. Take into account that most of us end
up unplugging three cables by accident for every one we successfully add and you can
understand why a patchbay is a non-negotiable piece of equipment. It doesn't matter if you
manage to wire up your own bay or you bought one new of all of the gear out there, this is the
one you don't want to buy cheap or used due to the million parts that someone else likely broke
, you will still need to know how to use it. And it's not just a matter of being able to use one. You
want to learn it right, because there is a correct way and this is the way all of the other
professionals you'll encounter learned it. Patchbays are becoming increasingly important due
to the increased popularity of structured wiring, where commercial buildings and homes are
built with cabling within the walls and flooring. There is no rewiring in these cases so even the
casual user is beginning to be confronted with the issue of using a patch panel. Since
collaboration and communication are critical for efficiently recording high-quality music and
audio while the creative juices are flowing, nothing is more important than unraveling this
mystery and putting it back together in our heads in the same way others have. The reason is
that, before we review any specific models, we give a summarized run down of everything you
need to know about these miracle machines, including how to use one. In this article we're
going to take a deeper look at the methodology. While still accessible for all levels of recording
engineer skill, the examples and explanations will be far more involved, and we're going to
assume you know what patchbays, patch cables, and jacks are as well as recording studio
cable types such as TRS, XLR, TS, etc. We'll proceed by narrowing down the possibilities and
reducing confusion by laying out some ground rules, then give some tips to further help stay
organized, explain the three modes each series of jacks can use, and then finally lay out an
example with a walkthrough. The first way to wrangle in all of the possibilities is to setup your
patchbay in a manner that greatly reduces your options. In the same way, it brings you into
alignment with other professionals and also keeps you organized. Let's discuss each of these in
depth, even though they're self-explanatory, because it sets the stage for understanding the tips
and discussion on modes below. Always envision the audio signal going into the top back jack
and coming out of the top front jack. The top jacks are called output jacks because the top back
jack receives the output from whatever piece of gear you're using and spits it out of the front
top jack. If you follow this rule as do all professionals you will only be dealing with the
outputted signal when you're patching the top row. In most cases keep it simple for now , the
signal comes out of the keyboard or microphone, goes into the top back, and comes out of the
top front. So now you have your signal coming out of the top row on the front of your panel.
You plug in a patch cable and route it to the bottom row, which is the exact opposite of the top
row. It is only for inputs on your gear. The signal flows into the cable, into a bottom front jack,
and out of the bottom back jack and into an input in another piece of gear. Since outputs are on
top and inputs are on bottom, you will never need to or want to patch a cable from a top jack to
another top jack. The same goes for bottom to bottom connections. They don't happen. These
three rules set the stage for making a patchbay useful. Otherwise it'd be pure pandemonium.
Never stray from these three rules or you'll defeat the purpose by having to climb behind your
rack to figure out how the heck you cabled all of your gear in. The above rules and the tips
below will make sure you never are stuck wondering what goes where. By restricting the top
jacks to outputs and bottom to inputs, you've minimized the chaos big time. But there's still a
lot of room for confusion and lost time. Here's a few more tips that will ensure your patch
panels are doing what they're meant to do: save you time. Label Your Jacks: Before all others,
this is the most important. The smallest patchbay you'll use is likely a point panel, meaning you
have that many jacks to try to remember. You won't be able to remember, so you need a
labeling system. Some bays have dry-erase strips you can write on across the front. If not, you
can write on the top part of sticky notes and stick them on there. My favorite method is to create
a software spreadsheet I can easily re-label. I keep mine printed out in a desk drawer, ready to
be referred to at any time. Only Patch What You Use: If you don't mind buying several bays,
then you can disregard this but for those who only have one or two, it's important to only

connect what you use regularly. This reduces the options in the bay, which in turn reduces
mistakes. It's better to have your most frequently used recording gear together than spread out
amongst a ton of crazy effects pedals and other stuff you never use. If you do purchase more
than one, designate one as your main patchbay and then have a secondary and tertiary one.
Forget About the Order: This tip may seem like it contradicts the one above, but it doesn't.
You'll have your gear grouped by frequency of use, but other than that don't worry about
concepts like keeping your preamplifiers together. Because what happens is you'll get a new
piece of gear This is why we label the jacks! Group by how often you use them, not by type.
Don't Match Top-to-Bottom: This is a typical rookie mistake that stems from not knowing how to
use the three main modes as discussed next. People tend to want to have the output and input
of a piece of gear stacked vertically, but that's actually not the most efficient way to use a
patchbay. We'll look at why in the next section. Use Short, Color-Coded Patch Cables: The next
best thing you can do for organization is to use short, color-coded patch cables. These tend to
come in the seven colors of the rainbow, plus white, black, and gray. So you can divide the
possible number of inputs and outputs you're trying to trace down by 10 when you're
wondering where each cable leads. Some people tape paper labels or use colored rubber bands
wrapped around the jacks, but that doesn't help you quickly visually identify where the cable is
going. Colors, on the other hand, are a piece of cake. Also, if you use the least length possible,
you'll have that much less jungle behind your rack. Now that you're organized on the exterior of
the patchbay, let's see what we can do on the interior by changing the modes of the jacks. We
just resolved a lot of confusion, but we're about to add some back. Once it makes sense for
you, it actually reduces the chaos and makes your bay faster to use. There are three ways the
jacks are wired together that represent the three main modes of usage. Some patchbays let you
change modes with a switch. Some require you to physically manipulate the jacks. Some don't
let you change the mode. It's fine, though. You can stick with Normal mode and be perfectly
happy, you'll just need more patch cables. But if you learn to use the other two modes you can
really dial in the magic to save you effort and cabling time. Let's discuss each mode:. Most of us
hang out in Half-Normal Mode, where we record and do simple mixing and clean-up equalization
work out of the box and then send the signal to the interface, where we finish up the mixing in
the box meaning in a software, preferably one of the best DAW's like Pro Tools or Logic Pro. We
can then pass back out of the box if we like. Half-Normal is preferred because you can use it like
a send to an auxiliary bus on a mixer. It's the most complicated to understand, but once you
have it in your head, you're good to go. So why is Normal and Half-Normal even a thing? Why
are they useful? That can be explained by walking through an example set-up, which we have
below. We're going to walk through a simple set-up only using an imaginary 12 point patchbay.
If you can wrap your head around 12 points, you can deal with as many as you want. The key is
to be able to trace the signal out and in, out and in, through the jacks and your gear. Let's forget
about Thru Mode, because it's self-explanatory. We'll place the first three set of jacks top and
bottom in Normal Mode and the second set of three in Half-Normal Mode. First, take in a quick
overview of the table below, which represents our patchbay turned on it's right side and all
cabled in and ready to go, with the front and back both visible for explanation's sake. Let's say
you're a solo singer-songwriter with a digital piano and some vocals. You've got this patchbay
setup on stage with you in your mini-rack so you can do the mixing yourself so the sound guy
can't butcher your performance. So you have two main inputs: your keyboard and your voice
through a microphone. Your keyboard has weighted and pressure sensitive keys so you don't
worry about mixing it. You dial in a little reverb on-board and forget about it. What you want to
work on is your vocals. Dealing with the keyboard is easy. You run its output into Top Back 1.
Since you won't be routing the signal anywhere else, you won't plug in a patch cable. And since
the first set of jacks is in Normal Mode, the keyboard's output signal flows right down to the
Bottom Back 1 automatically and then through the cable into the mixing board's first input. That
is the magic of Normal Mode, versus Thru Mode which would have required an extra patch cable
for no good reason. Vocals are trickier because you want to accomplish two things. First you
want an uncompressed, non-equalized version of your vocals to run through a reverb unit to
simulate your dynamic range for the listener. It's more realistic and intimate this way. But you
want your "main take" to run through a compressor and be squashed like a bug so everyone
can understand you. But first it needs to run through your EQ for a little clean up action. To
make matters worse, both versions have to come from the preamplifier! So first things first, you
run the XLR from your mic into the preamp. The preamp's output is cabled into Top Back 4. The
fourth set of jacks is in Half-Normal Mode, which means you can split the signal. It will flow into
whatever is cabled into Bottom Back 4 and wherever you send it with a patch cable. For this
reason, we have the reverb effects processor accepting input from Bottom Back 4. We have the
reverb unit's output leading to Top Back 2, which is in Normal Mode, so it automatically drops

the signal to Bottom Back 2 which leads to the second input of the mixer. But we still want to
EQ and compress a version of the output from the preamp. So we run a patch cable out of Top
Front 4. This splits off of the pre-reverb version of the vocals. We take this output and use a
cable to send it to Bottom Front 5, which leads right out of the back into the equalizer's input.
We do our EQ work there and see that the output of the equalizer is leading to Top Back 6. The
sixth set of jacks is in Half-Normal which drops the signal to the output below no matter what,
so we don't even need a cable to hit the input of the compressor, which is cabled from Bottom
Back 6. All we have to do is run the output of the compressor to Top Back 3 and it drops
automatically into the third mixer input. Our job is done and we let the sound guy adjust the
levels. One final thing, though, is that we want to handle our own mix for our on-stage monitors.
We goofed. Had we set the first three set of jacks to Half-Normal Mode we could have run an
output to our own personal 3-track mixer and outputted to the monitors there. Maybe next time!
Even if we wanted to do this, we managed to only need one patch cable for the entire process.
That's what having a properly organized patchbay in your rack is all about. Using the guide
above, you may be able to vastly simplify and understand the complexities of a patchbay much
better. If you're here reading this, it may be the case that you already have access to a bay. But
you may still be on the hunt. Take the time to peruse our reviews of the best patchbays in
various price ranges you can skip the top portion which is largely a summary of this post. In the
end, it may take some experimentation or looking at another tutorial to fully manipulate these
monsters, but once you know how to use a patchbay the right way, things will never be the
same. You'll never have to stop yourself and break your flow while in "creative mode" to jump
into "technology mode" in order to cable up some gear. Patch those suckers in on the fly and
keep rocking. Thanks for reading our patchbay guide! Features Columns. This is done through
observance of the three fundamental rules to setting up your patchbay: Top jacks are for
outputs Bottom jacks are for inputs Connections only occur top-to-bottom Let's discuss each of
these in depth, even though they're self-explanatory, because it sets the stage for
understanding the tips and discussion on modes below. Rule 1 - Top Jacks are for Outputs
Always envision the audio signal going into the top back jack and coming out of the top front
jack. The outputs are top only, back-to-front. Rule 2 - Bottom Jacks are for Inputs So now you
have your signal coming out of the top row on the front of your panel. The inputs are bottom
only, front-to-back. Rule 3 - Connections Only Occur Top-to-Bottom Since outputs are on top
and inputs are on bottom, you will never need to or want to patch a cable from a top jack to
another top jack. Patch cables only ever connect a top jack to a bottom jack. Patchbay
Organization Tips By restricting the top jacks to outputs and bottom to inputs, you've minimized
the chaos big time. This reduces the options in the bay, which in turn reduces mistakes It's
better to have your most frequently used recording gear together than spread out amongst a
ton of crazy effects pedals and other stuff you never use. Hot Wires 1. Let's discuss each mode:
Normal Mode: The top output jack sends the audio signal to the bottom input jack until a patch
cable is inserted. The cable interrupts that signal path and intercepts it, sending it through the
cable only. Half-Normal Mode: The top output jack sends the audio signal to the bottom jack
even if you've inserted a patch cable. This lets you split the signal to send to two inputs. The
splitting will be interrupted if a cable is patched into the front input, though. Thru Mode: The top
output jacks only sends the signal to each other, back-to-front. Unless you plug in a cable to
send the signal to an input, the signal hits a dead-end. For the most part, Normal Mode and
Half-Normal mode will take care of all of your needs. Most newcomers envision the jacks as
working in Thru Mode by default, but that's not the case. And That's How to Use a Patchbay
Using the guide above, you may be able to vastly simplify and understand the complexities of a
patchbay much better. Join Our Mailing List. Jared H. Jared has surpassed his 20th year in the
music industry. He acts as owner, editor, lead author, and web designer of LedgerNote, as well
as co-author on all articles. He has released 4 independent albums and merchandise to global
sales. But Wait, There's More! Useful Articles. Popular Posts. Essential Reviews. About Contact
FAQs. Audio Interface Buying Guide Remember when choosing an audio interface was
confusing before you read this? Vocal Microphone Buying Guide It's so easy to record studio
quality vocals these days with the right mic Advertising Permissions Disclosures. If you look at
large recording consoles, they all have a lot of patch bays. The more you understand signal
flow, the more creative you can when recording and mixing insofar as how you can shape the
sound based on where in the signal path you process or access the signal. This means that the
output of a signal is literally over the input on the patch bay set up and wiring. So why not just
plug the tie lines straight into you console? Because you will most likely want to use an
outboard mic pre, or cross patch your mic inputs. Another phrase to know: normalled or
full-normalled vs. Normalled sends the signals plugged into the back from the input to the
output UNLESS a cable is plugged into either of the two jacks in or out. Normalled and half

normalled configuration for patch bays is ONLY for places in your signal flow where you want to
access the signal AND have it automatically return into the signal path if nothing is patched into
the front. Because if signal say to an effects unit automatically gets returnedâ€¦ you get a
feedback loop. Not cool. When you plug in all your outboard processors, use the ISOLATED
configuration discrete in and out, no signal from cables plugged into the back automatically get
sent back to the source. Click on that image above to see drawings of the patch bay module
signal flow that Neutrik always has on the side of their patch bays. The image to the right is the
built-in patchbay of an SSL Depending on your console, these additional channel inputs might
be called line input, or they might be called tape returns. You need another patch bay that is
half-normalled for the console channel insert points insert send from console is patched to the
top row in the back, and insert return patched to bottom row back. Again, this automatically
sends the signal coming into the top inputs to the bottom outputs. When the insert is engaged,
the signal still passes through your channel , but you can patch any serial audio processor into
the channel signal flow using this second patch bay Example: the insert send in the top row
goes to the input of an outboard compressor, then the output of the compressor goes back into
the bottom row so that it returns to the same channel. Finally, one isolated patch bay for your
outboard gear. This is not listed on the patchbay image above. You can also use extra space
here to create mults, additional tie lines, etc. Finally, pay VERY close attention to your
grounding. Make sure you DO tie the patch bays to your common ground and check that all
your outboard gear is also on the same ground. Proper wiring of your patch bay is a vital part of
the home recording studio set up. American Politics and the Beta Male. Republican Party of
Emotion and Gravity of Discontent. How To Record Drums. Trump, Flags, Chanting, Nazis, and
a Ladder. Option Twoâ€¦. The Republican Base is Crazy. And Stinks. This website uses cookies
to ensure the best experience. If you continue to use this site we assume you're happy with it.
Patchbays can be intimidating. There are dozens of different cables. Everything is color coded
in some cryptic language. And one wrong move can bring things to a screeching halt.
Patchbays are actually pretty simple. Most commercial studios use a patchbay â€” especially
those with a console. Everything is connected to the patchbay. It allows you to quickly connect
different pieces of gear together without having to crawl behind them and physically run cables
from one unit to the other. But the more gear you have, the bigger your patch bay needs to be.
You know those old movies where people would make phone calls and speak to an operator?
Even hybrid studios with only a few pieces of outboard gear can benefit from a patchbay.
Typically, patchbays have 24 channels per unit. Most modern patchbays use tiny telephone TT ,
or bantam connectors on the front. DB or D-sub cables are multi-pin connectors that can carry 8
analog audio signals simultaneously. One end of the D-sub cable has a single DB connector.
This is a huge space-saver. For instance, console channel outputs connect to the patch bay
using a single cable, instead of 8 separate TRS cables. Patchbays are organized based on the
needs of the studio, so none of them are laid out the same way. The whole point is to speed up
your workflow by allowing you to make common connections quickly. If your studio is set up for
recording, you might set up patches for cue headphone sends or synthesizers. Generally,
patchbays are organized in order of signal flow. Outputs are almost always on the top row, with
inputs on the bottom row. This makes it easy to patch one piece of gear into another. Some
studios color-code their patchbays to help separate the different sections. For instance, you use
different colors for preamps, EQs, compressors, and effects units. Or, you could use one color
for console connections, and another for outboard gear. Even using different colors for inputs
and outputs can help speed things up. Most manufacturers provide patchbay templates to help
you line up the text to the connection point. The inputs are digitally assigned to DAW inputs.
That will get sound from the live room through the console, into your DAW and back out of your
speakers. But what about the rest? Remember, every patchbay is different. You may be doing
some quick math in your head right now. Not to mention the inserts, auxes and anything else
you may need. If you have connections on your patchbay that are semi-permanent, normalling
allows the signal to pass through without using a cable. You could normal these connections,
so the signal flows without having to make a patch. Normalling comes in three different forms.
Essentially, it controls how the patchbay reacts when a cable is plugged in. Sign
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al passes from the outputs to the inputs, without the need for a cable. The signal is broken
when a cable is plugged into either the top or bottom row. The signal is only broken when a
cable is plugged into the bottom row. Signal only passes when a cable is connected. Often used
when the top row and bottom row are unrelated. Typically, studio mic lines and channel mic

inputs are normalled. If you spend more than seconds trying to connect a piece of equipment in
your studio, then you could probably benefit from a patchbay. Train Your Ears Become a
Member. Search for:. Share Tweet. He currently owns and operates Punchy Kick, a professional
mixing and mastering studio that specializes in pop punk, emo, punk, grunge, and alternative
music. He has been helping artists connect with fans through emotionally resonant mixes,
cohesive masters, and insightful guidance for over 10 years. Check out his website PunchyKick.
Recommended Course. How to Enhance Drums with Parallel Distortion. Go to URL.

